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Abstract
This paper explores readership counts provided by the social reference manager Mendeley as a source for usage statistics for scientific papers, based on a sample of 1.2 million documents published in journals from the four disciplines Biomedical Research, Clinical Medicine, Health and Psychology. It is shown that the percentage of papers with at least one user on Mendeley (65.9%) as well as the average number of readers per document (9.6) is quite high compared to the uptake and average activity on other social media platforms. The majority of users are PhD and postgraduate students as well as postdocs. Correlations with citations are overall positive, with reading patterns of PhD students and postdocs being in general more similar to citation patterns than that of other professionals and librarians, which reflects expected usage behavior. Important differences concerning these results can be observed between particular research fields, reflecting the particular usage patterns of certain user groups as well as the general uptake of Mendeley in these fields. Most importantly it is shown that differences between usage behavior of user types cannot be accurately determined, as Mendeley only provides only the top 3 user types per document.

Introduction
Several decades ago, citation analysis has replaced time-consuming reshelving statistics to measure the use of scholarly journals (Gross & Gross, 1927; Garfield, 1972). However, it captures usage by citing authors who represent only a part of the readership of scientific papers. With the shift from print to online, it has become technically feasible and affordable to measure global readership based on full text access log-files (Merk, Scholze & Windisch, 2009). The advantage of downloads over citations as a proxy for article usage is that they mirror activities by all readers (i.e. not only those who cite), including practitioners, teachers, students and the informed public and appear shortly after a document has been published online (Bollen et al., 2009). However, with the exception of a few open access journals, statistics are not available, as publishers consider them too sensitive to make them freely available. As low usage counts could reflect badly on profits, they are only selectively used for promotional purposes such as displaying the most frequently downloaded papers (Haustein, 2012; 2014).

More recently, the introduction of social media in scholarly communication has created a new area of informetrics coined “altmetrics” (Priem et al., 2010; Priem & Hemminger, 2010; Priem, 2014). Although the term can be considered as misleading — as these new social-media based metrics do not provide an alternative but are rather complementary to citation-based indicators (Cronin, 2013; Rousseau & Ye, 2013) — and not much is yet known what the various metrics actually measure, social bookmarking systems and reference managers such as Mendeley, Zotero, CiteULike and BibSonomy seem potentially useful for article readership evaluation. These tools help users to organize scientific literature and simultaneously document article-specific user numbers and have thus been suggested to provide usage statistics of scholarly

Mendeley, founded in 2007 and purchased by Elsevier in 2013, is the largest social reference manager providing readership data with over 2.8 million users. Studies found that high shares of scientific papers are available on Mendeley, e.g., 82% of bibliometric papers (Bar-Ilan et al., 2012; Haustein et al., 2013), 97% of articles published in JASIST (Bar-Ilan, 2012), 92% of Nature and Science (Li, Thelwall & Giustini, 2012) and 80% of PLoS (Priem, Piwowar & Hemminger, 2012). While these studies focused on small sets of papers or specific journals, more recent work such as Zahedi, Costas & Wouters (2013), Mohammadi and Thelwall (in press), Mohammadi et al. (in press) and Haustein et al. (in press) explore larger datasets to allow for more general conclusions on the uptake and usage of Mendeley in different fields of science.

Moderate positive correlations between Mendeley reader counts and citations — varying between 0.30 and 0.69, depending on the datasets (Bar-Ilan, 2012; Bar-Ilan et al., 2012; Haustein et al., in press; Li & Thelwall, 2012; Li, Thelwall, & Giustini, 2012; Mohammadi and Thelwall (in press); Mohammadi et al. (in press); Priem, Piwowar, & Hemminger, 2012; Schlögl et al., 2013) — suggest that the two metrics measure similar but not identical impact. This indicates that reader counts and citations reflect different foci when citing articles and saving bookmarks and that both metrics should be considered to form a holistic understanding on how scientific papers influence users (Wouters & Costas, 2012).

As Mendeley data provides demographic information of users such as their academic status (Gunn, 2013), it is possible to analyze readership in detail. First studies have shown that a large share of users consists of students and postdoctoral researchers, so that a bias towards young scientists exists (Mohammadi et al., in press; Zahedi, Costas & Wouters, 2013). However, the data provided by the Mendeley API has one important limitation, as it only includes the readership counts for the three most frequently occurring user statuses per document. This paper explores user types in specialties of Biomedical Research, Clinical Medicine, Health and Psychology, and shows that the data restrictions bias results on user types.

Methods

General Uptake of Mendeley. Data was collected using the captures of the Wayback Machine provided by the Internet Archive (http://web.archive.org) selecting the numbers from the Mendeley website content captured on or around the 15th of each month.

Readership Analysis. Readership data was collected via the Mendeley API for 1.2 million papers published in journals covered by both PubMed and Web of Science classified as Biomedical Research, Clinical Medicine, Health and Psychology according to the NSF classification system. Retrieval of Mendeley entries is based on bibliographic information including document titles, author and journal names accounting for errors using the Levenshtein distance and is described in detail in Haustein et al (in press). Citations are based on the Web of Science using full citation counts and an open citation window to ensure comparability to readership counts.

Following Zahedi, Costas & Wouters (2013) and Mohammadi et al. (in press), Mendeley user statuses were aggregated into sector types (scientific, educational and professional) and user types (Student (Bachelor), Student (Postgraduate), PhD Student, Postdoc, Researcher (Academic), Researcher (Non-Academic), Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor, Librarian and Other Professional) as shown in Table 1. The percentage of available readership counts was computed on the document level by calculating the share of the sum of status reader counts over the total reader counts. It should be noted that readership statuses are self-reported and it is not known whether they are correct or correctly updated when users change status (e.g. from PhD student to Postdoc).

---

Spearman correlations were computed for documents with at least one reader to compare the similarity between cited and read papers independently of the coverage, i.e. the percentage of papers on Mendeley following the method in Haustein et al. (2014; in press). The correlation values thus slightly overestimate actual similarity between citing and reading behavior but are not influenced by the particular coverage and thus uptake of Mendeley in the particular discipline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mendeley status</th>
<th>Sector type</th>
<th>User type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral Student</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Assistant Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Librarian</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Librarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Professional</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Other Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D. Student</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>PhD Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Doc</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Postdoc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher (at a non-Academic Institution)</td>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>Researcher (Non-Academic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher (at an Academic Institution)</td>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>Researcher (Academic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Associate Professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (Bachelor)</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Student (Bachelor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (Master)</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Student (Postgraduate)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student (Postgraduate)</td>
<td>Educational</td>
<td>Student (Postgraduate)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Mendeley user status aggregated into sector and user types.

Results and Discussion
As of February 2014, Mendeley counts 2.8 million users, 275,860 groups and 535 million user documents (i.e. user-document combinations), which represent the basis of readership counts. Except for a decrease in the number of users and steep increase of user documents in May 2012, Mendeley uptake shows stable linear growth (Figure 1). The number of user documents grew faster than the number of users — i.e., respectively 3.7% and 2.3% per month in 2013 — indicating that the mean number of documents saved per user also increased. In August 2012, 281 million user documents referred to 68 million unique documents saved by 1.8 million users (Haustein, 2014). Although it evoked a lot of concern, criticism and protest among the user community, the purchase by Elsevier in April 2013 does not seem to have had an effect on Mendeley’s growth.

![Figure 1](image-url) Number of users, user documents and groups reported on the Mendeley website per month from October 2010 to February 2014.

Two-thirds (65.9%, Table 2) of the 1.2 million documents had at least one reader on Mendeley. Overall, the mean number of readers and citations for the 765,537 with at least one reader were comparable at 9.6 and 8.9, respectively. The citation rate of documents used on Mendeley (8.9)
was higher than the citation rate of all 1.2 million documents (7.5), indicating that selected documents have slightly higher citation impact.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSF&amp;Biological discipline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papers with readers mean citation rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Papers with readers mean citation rate</th>
<th>Papers with readers mean reader rate</th>
<th>Sector type of readership status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological Research</strong></td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biomedical Research</strong></td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychology</strong></td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discipline</th>
<th>Papers with readers mean citation rate</th>
<th>Papers with readers mean reader rate</th>
<th>Sector type of readership status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioral &amp; Social Sciences</strong></td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological &amp; Biomedical Sciences</strong></td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychology</strong></td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** Number of papers, mean citation rate, percentage of at least one reader on Mendele, mean reader rate and mean citation rate for papers with at least one reader on Mendele for PubMed papers published between 2010 and 2012 covered by Web of Science.

On the level of NSF disciplines, Mendeley coverage is highest in Psychology (72.4%), followed by Biomedical Research (72.4%), Health (67.0%) and Clinical Medicine (62.8%). The latter papers published between 2010 and 2012 covered by Web of Science.
value is lower than the 71.6% found by Mohammadi et al. (in press) for Clinical Medicine papers published in 2008. The average number of readers exceeds the citation rate particularly in Psychology (14.0 vs. 6.6), Health (6.5 vs. 4.3) and Biomedical Research (14.3 vs. 11.8) but is slightly lower in Clinical Medicine (7.6 vs. 8.2). All papers with at least one reader show a moderate positive correlation with citations ($\rho=0.512^*$). Biomedical Research ($\rho=0.575^*$) and Psychology ($\rho=0.545^*$) are slightly above and Clinical Medicine ($\rho=0.492^*$) and Health ($\rho=0.434^*$) below the average correlation. Compared to the correlations with tweets (Haustein et al., 2014; Haustein et al., in press), these values are much higher, which can be explained by the academic background of users of social reference manager compared to Twitter users.

On the specialty level, usage patterns vary. Particularly high coverage is observed for Embryology (79.2%) and Biophysics (78.6%), Geriatrics (73.5%), Neurology & Neurosurgery (73.1%) and Psychiatry (72.1%), Speech-Language Pathology and Audiology (79.0%), Biomedical Social Sciences (76.0%) and Rehabilitation (73.0%) as well as Experimental Psychology (85.6%) and Human Factors (84.2%) in the respective disciplines. Psychoanalysis (39.5%) and Social Studies of Medicine (49.5%) are presented far below average. Together with low reader rates this suggests that Mendeley is not as popular in these fields. It should be noted that these coverage values, however, constitute particular high shares of documents with at least one user in comparison to other social media tools (Thelwall et al., 2013; Haustein et al., 2014; Costas, Zahedi & Wouters, 2014; Haustein et al., in press).

Different patterns in the average number of readers similar to those known for citations can be observed across NSF specialties, suggesting that field normalizations are required if readership patterns are compared across different areas of research. Papers in General Biomedical Research (35.1, Biomedical Research), Social Psychology (24.8, Psychology), Experimental Psychology (19.2, Psychology), Genetics & Heredity (17.3, Biomedical Research) and Neurology & Neurosurgery (13.6, Clinical Medicine) obtain the highest number of readers on Mendeley. Although these are also among the specialties with the highest citation rates, reader and citation rates are only moderately correlated, suggesting that usage as captured by Mendeley readers and citations in Web of Science differ among different areas of research. This is supported by the Spearman correlations on the document level. For example, readership and citation patterns are particularly similar in General Biomedical Research ($\rho=0.689^*$), Embryology ($\rho=0.649^*$) and less related Veterinary Medicine ($\rho=0.236^*$), Social Studies of Medicine ($\rho=0.281^*$) and Psychoanalysis ($\rho=0.137$). As shown in Table 2 and Figure 4, differences are often related to user sector and type.

As noted above, the readership status is only reported for the three most frequent user types. Figure 2 and Figure 3 provide evidence that the distribution of users changes depending on the percentage of available readership information. For example, considering the 367,401 papers where the top 3 reader statuses covered 100% of readers, 62.7% of users are active in the scientific sector (as defined in Table 1), 24.4% belong to the educational and 12.9% to the professional sector. The percentages decrease with the increasing share of missing readership information to 48.5% scientific, 15.7% educational and 5.8% professional users for all 765,537 papers with at least one Mendeley reader (Table 2, Figure 2). Although at 30% the unknown value is very high, it does not seem to change results on the aggregated level of user sectors, as the ranking and distance between the three groups remains constant across different percentages of available readership status (Figure 2). When looking at the status of users (Figure 3), it is clear that PhD students make up the majority of users and librarians the smallest group but, because of the restriction to the top 3, the distribution of other user groups cannot be clearly determined. Other than on the level of sectors rankings change with the percentage of available readership status. Considering only those papers with 100% of readership status available, we observe that 33.2% users are PhD students, 17.7% postgraduate students, 11.1% postdocs, 7.2% researchers at an academic institution, 7.0% other professionals, 5.5% assistant professors, 4.7% Bachelor students, 4.5% researchers at a non-academic institution, 4.0% professors, 3.6% associate professors and 1.4% librarians. Since readership information is completely lost for any but the top 3 user groups per paper, this leads to an underestimation of those user groups that are frequently cut off. As the change of ranks between postgraduate students and postdocs, and academic researchers, other professionals, assistant professors and Bachelor students in Figure 3 suggests, this underestimation affects user groups differently. The analysis of user types (Figure 4) is thus restricted to the 367,401 papers with 100% readership information. As these papers are often those with a smaller amount of reader counts
which are also less frequently cited, the results are not necessarily representative of the whole population of Mendeley readers.

Figure 2 Share of readers per readership status for papers with at least x% status information available.

Although scientific users are the largest user group in each of the four disciplines, papers classified as Clinical Medicine (8.7%) and Health (7.4%) are read by a larger group of users with a professional background than Biomedical Research (2.6%) and Psychology (1.8%). Papers from Health are also read more in the educational sector and less by scientists compared to the overall averages (Table 2). Based on papers with all readership information available, PhD students make up the largest group in all disciplines (Figure 4) but are much more prominent in Psychology (43.0%) and Biomedical Research (41.5%) compared to Health (31.4%) and Clinical Medicine (29.9%). In Biomedical Research, postgraduate students (14.5%) and postdocs (14.0%) are on the same level, whereas in the three other disciplines, postgraduate students account for a much larger share of users than postdocs. Distribution of user sectors and types also differs within disciplines as shown by the results on specialty level in Figure 4.
High shares of users from the educational and/or professional sector in Nutrition & Dietetic, Dentistry, Miscellaneous Clinical Medicine, Veterinary Medicine, Social Studies of Medicine and Psychoanalysis are associated with low Spearman correlations indicating use of scientific papers different from citations. Specialties with above average shares of scientists often show above average correlations between readers and citations. In Microscopy, Otorhinolaryngology, Pharmacy and Social Studies of Medicine above average shares of scientists do, however, not lead to high Spearman values.

Figure 4 Share of readers per user type per specialty for papers with at least 100% status information available (n=367,401).

Figure 5 shows the Spearman correlation between reader counts and citations per user and discipline for all documents with at least one reader and those with 100% readership status available. Following Mohammadi et al. (in press), the two correlation values are juxtaposed to highlight the problem caused by restriction of Mendeley data. Based on all documents, postdocs and PhD students are the best predictors of citation impact in Biomedical Research and Psychology. In Clinical Medicine academic and non-academic researchers show the highest correlation with citations. PhD students, academic and non-academic researchers and postdocs obtain the highest Spearman values in Heath. Readership patterns of librarians differ most from citation patterns in all four disciplines. In Clinical Medicine and Health Bachelor students also read differently from citation patterns as reflected in low Spearman values. In Biomedical Research and Psychology their correlations are slightly higher. The reader type identified as other professional also shows some of the lowest similarities between citations and reader counts, which is to be expected given that their use of scientific papers is assumed to reflect in practical application instead of citations. Surprisingly, the reading behavior of postgraduate students is more similar to citations than that of professors in all disciplines except Clinical Medicine. Due to the restriction to the top 3 user types per document, correlations of all papers are biased as they underestimate the correlation of groups that are frequently cut off, i.e. other professionals might frequently read highly cited papers but this usage is not recorded if, for example, PhD, postgraduate students and postdocs take up the first three positions. The fact that the ranking of user types according to Spearman correlations changes based between papers with and without missing values emphasizes the biases caused by the restriction to the
top 3 categories. Considering the correlations of the documents with 100% reader counts, reader counts of PhD students are the user group most similar to citations in all disciplines. Librarians show small negative correlations in Psychology and Health and in Biomedical Research other professionals obtain the lowest Spearman. Postdocs in Health show no correlation with citation patterns at all.

### Figure 5
Spearman correlations between citations and reader counts for papers with at least one Mendeley reader in Biomedical Research, Clinical Medicine, Health and Psychology per user group for all documents and those with all readership information available. (** correlation is significant at the 0.01 level, 2-tailed)

### Conclusions & Outlook
This study showed that around two-thirds of 1.2 million documents from the disciplines of Biomedical Research, Clinical Medicine, Health and Psychology have at least one user on the social reference manager Mendeley. Differences in coverage, reader rate and Spearman correlations with citations can be observed between disciplines as well as specialties and to a certain extent reflect particular behavior of user types.

In general, the majority of users are PhD students, postgraduate students and postdocs, while librarians represent the smallest user group. However, differences between user groups cannot be accurately determined due to the limitations of available data. This applies especially to correlations between citations and reader counts for specific user types, where values and rankings change for papers with and without missing readership information. This makes it impossible to determine the actual patterns and limits interpretations to general estimates such as that reading behavior of PhD students and postdocs resembles citation patterns more than that of other professionals and librarians. For more detailed and accurate analyses reader counts for all users are needed. The same applies to information on countries and disciplines of users (Gunn, 2013).
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